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—“that thy way may be, known upon earth,

VOL. SIS.

thy

saving health among all nations.

GAMBIER, OHIO, FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 9, 1832.

NO. ».

the first autumn evening closed in suddenly, we make him acquainted with the various intents and
REV. M. T. C. WING, EDITOR.
were not prepared for it. Candles were to be purposes of commas, colons, and full stops; and
bought at the shop below, but candlesticks we had who, having repeated his patient instructions over
GEORGE W. MYERS. PRINTER.
none. “I can make some in one minute, Sir,” and over again, at last said, “Now, do you think
FORGIVENESS.
said our little pale friend yonder; so away he ran you understand me?” “Yes, Sir, hut the worst
down to his father’s workshop, chose in a minute of it is, whenever I come t.o a long word I must
When on the fragrant Sandal tree
The woodman’s axe descends;
four or five square bits of board, and stuck into make a full stop whether I would or no. “Godliness
And she who bloomed so beauteously,
the middle of each three large nails, between which is profitable for all things,” and amongst the rest,
Beneath the keen stroke bends—•
we insert the slim candle. I was much amused for improving the intellectual faculties. We used
E’en on the edge that brought her death,
when I saw them first; they struck me as being so to think Isaac had a vacant look ; but now, though
Dying, she breathes her sweetest breath,
As if to token in her fall
entirely characteristic—displaying at once pover there is a placid and calm expression of content,
“Peace to her foes, and love to all.”—
ty and ready wit. But I think we have stayed there is also a shade of thought on his brow—and
IIow hardly man this lesson learns,
here too long, the women in the girls’ room are i truly poor Isaac has enough to think of. His wages
To smile and bless the hand that spurns;
waiting for us. William has gone on before; he ’ in the most prosperous times never amount to
To see the blow and feel the pain,
has lit our candles, and there he is ready with his more than ten shillings a week. This week he
But render only love again !
This spirit ne’er was given on earth;
bow and smile to do any service for either of us. has earned only four, and probably next week may
One had it.—He of heavenlj birth;
I cannot help seeing that, with all the pains I take earn none, and he knows that though of his six
Reviled, rejected, and betraved,
I often fail to impress on the minds of my elegant children not one is able to help him, and the two
No curse He breathed, no paint He made.
neighbors the possibilty that here in our forest youngest are, as his wife told me yesterday, the
But when in death’s deep prpg, he sighed,
Anon.
Prayed for his murderers—aid died!
may be found specimens of the best natural good one not two years old and the other little better
breeding.
than ten months, yet his diligent and active help
THE INDIAN SUilMER.
I wish I could introduce them to this little friend mate must soon have her earnings lesssoned by
“What is there sadd’ning in the Autumn leaves?”
of mine: who, lame as he is, for he has always attendance on a yet younger baby. But I nev
Have they that “green and yellow Melancholy”
been a delicate boy, and is troubled with rheuma er hear a word of complaint from either Isaac or
That the sweet poet spake of?—Had he seen
tism, poor fellow! yet waits upoi each of us with Nancy: there she sits, a picture of well managingOur variegated woods, when first the frost
candle, snuffers, stools, and books, almost without poverty, close by her great market basket, heavily
Turns into beauty all October’s charms—
our asking him. I think they mist agree with me, filled with her richer neighbor's commissions, which
When the dread fever quits us—when the storms
Of the wild Equinox, with all its yet,
that he is fully possessed of thst which, when we she has brought safely thus far from town: and
Has left the land, as the first delugi left it,
receive it from those we choose to consider equals, tired as she was she made more haste than usual,
With a bright bow of many colors hung
we call “politeness;” but which we claim as a that she might be in time for her Thursday even
Upon the forest tops—he bad not sighed.
right, and only allow to be “civility,” however ing lesson.—She takes great pains, and as Isaac
The moon stays longest for the hunter now;
gracefully it may be offered by those we deem in teaches her at home, she improves, and is well sa
The trees cast down their fruitage, and the blithe
feriors.
And busy squirrel hoards his winter store;
tisfied with her improvement; for she told me when
While man enjoys the breeze that sweeps along
But he returns to his companions, and we must she could with difficulty put three letters together,
The bright blue shy above him, and that bends
seriously to business. Thsre is little to amuse du that her husband said she could “read quite pret
Magnificently ah' the forest’s pride,
ring the next hour, for to confess the truth, in ty.” Well, only one sort of learning is needful.
Or whispers through the evergreen’s, and asks
[ general our clever, (or to call them by their own Not many wise, according to this proud world’s
“What is there sadd’ning in the Autumn leaves?”
apter term,) our ’cute pupils are often inattentive, estimation, are called happy; and thankful shall
[Brainard.
and our atteitive as often stupid. We have no we be if these ignorant ones, and their teachers,
very regular jlan, being, I believe, what a friend are made wise unto salvation.
SCSEJ3S
LITE.
of ours calls ‘extempore teachers.” Every one,
And there sits poor Dinah, with her thin, flush
TIIE EVENING SCHOOL.
except indeed she who is so happy as to hear the ed cheek, hollow cough, and sparkling eye. She
“it shall come to pass that at evening time it shall be light.” readers of the Testament, sits down with four or has sinned, and it is not for us to desire, that sin
Shall we go to-night to the adult school? It is j five pupils, andhears them stutter and stumble for even repented sin, be made to appear interesting.
Thursday evening—the last thursday in the year ja full hour ove letters, or words, or sentences of She has been a wanderer, so I will say no more
We will not mind the state of the roads, though : one syllable, "he description that a poor old wo- about her, or only this; there is now so much reg
bad as they generally are at this season, they are , man here once^ave us of her great-grandchild's ularity in her behaviour, so much humility in her
now worse than usual, owing to strange alterations,! improvement, o.en recurs to my mind as I listen deportment, that her silence leaves us in hope, for
diggings down arid heapings up—and still more to to them. “ Shel get the book,” “saidshe, “and she tells us very little, that he whose gracious voice
the snow, and thaw, and frost of the last four-and she do plunder’-blunder perhaps she meant— once said, “Neither do I condemn thee!” lias
twenty hour's. We will not regard it—hazy and “you would blesgrourself to hear how she do plun breathed the whisper of peace to her troubled
misty as it is, it is yet moon-light, and we have but der.” In truth, ? wearying is this hour, that I conscience, has impressed her heart with the sanc
a little way to go. The school is near, and that would on no accont have brought you here as a tifying command, “Go, and sin no more.”
is as it should be: the lambs of the flocks should visiter, but for theake of introducing you to some
The two poor girls who sit next are sisters, and
be folded near to their shepherd’s dwelling. The interesting charactrs; and when the men come in, seem much attached to each other. Poor Anna
room, for we use the children’s school-room on as they do with th'r good teacher at the end of and Elizabeth! we saw them in deep distress this
these occasions, is prettily shaped, long, and not the evening, to lisU to his earnest and simple ex time twelvemonth. It was a stormy day in Janu
too low. It looks well now, as the dark shadows position, and to joiiin prayer, we will go a little ary when little Mariana was sent to ask for some
dance on the wall and floor, thrown by the bright apart, and I will giv you a sketch of the history thing for her mother.
fire from the heavy boughs of ivy and holly, with of some of them.
The child's passionate grief alarmed us, and as
which the boys dressed the room before their
Among the men yj will observe our old friend soon as we had sent her away, we determined to
Christmas examination.
Isaac sitting at thetopf the form, leaning over his follow. It is riot an unpleasant walk generally, but
The grate is so broad, and the fire is piled so Testament in deep atmtion to the passage which there bad been snow and rain, and the stream had
high that the blaze deadens the light of the half is to be the subject o explanation. He holds it overflowed the bank, and ran in many small chan
dozen slender candles that are ranged along the close to the low cane, and nods his head as nels over the frozen foot-path. The hedges, and
desk. Those candlesticks, by the way, are worth the verse is finished, vtli a smile of joy that tells for this barren part of the world they are high and
your seeing.
how he also has arrive safely over all difficulties varied, were then quite bare of leaves, and so
Hand us one of them, William; they are your at its conclusion. Indeed Isaac is much improv- were the few shapely trees that grow thereabouts.
making, I know, and do credit to your ingenuity. ed, since the time, I dieve, when he thought
We overtook little Marian, for her burst of feelIhe fact was, you see, that when first our evenin book-makers very unvie to trouble themselves ling had spent itself; and she, pleased at the inter
school was established, and for some time after, j and their readers with psody; for he said to his est she excited by her account of her mother’s ill
day-light continued until eight o’clock, and when kind master, who had bin a long while trying to ness—alas! it was not an exaggerated one—had
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It was in the autumn of the past year, that it was
reported to a solitary family in the coal forest, that
this alarming pestilence had broken out in the
ancholy
neighboring village of Soposchok. Alexis Wilko“ You tale.
should have made more haste, Marian,”
mitz was sitting one evening with his young and
we said, “there is no time to be lost.” No, there
beautiful wife in their warm chamber, conversing
was no time, not even for the few minutes that
on the measures they would pursue to prevent the
the thoughtless child had loitered. There are sad
approach of this common enemy, to their happy
varieties in grief. We saw it in the sudden pale
though humble abode. Two blooming children
ness that chilled the poor child’s cheek, as the
affectionate as angels, were slumbering in a bed
sound of wailing reached us from the low door,
in the corner. Suddenly the dogs barked wildly,
and a younger one burst it open with the wild cry,
and an apprentice informed his master, that the
“Marian, mother’s dead!” Oh! I hear that shriek
causes.
still. We saw it in the elder girl’s agony of tears bad
Their unruly boys grew up rude and ragged to mountain miller was at the door, and begged ad
and heard it in the poor father’s low and often re tease the untidy girl; you may see them sometimes mission, for he sought protection from the chole
peated prayer for help gnd comfort, as he sat on driving her down the steep garden, and she, being ra in this isolated forest hut. “ The mountain milthe low stool by the tire, his face covered with light of foot, will climb a tree or scale a wall to ler!” cried Alexis in astonishment, “the bitterest
his hands, his head never lifted as we entered, be out of their way. Oh they are a wild set!— enemy we have! does he dare to seek protection
and his body slowly swayed to and fro. We in the meantime, probably, you will find the poor under this roof upon which he uttered a horrible
heard it in the low and agitated tone in which the mother quite lifted above all terrestrial concerns, curse ever since I conducted you home as my be
nurse strove to give comfort, and in the vexed and practising her husband’s last new tune; and she loved wife? But yet we never were ill disposed
complaining cry with which the frightened chil would be as pleased to see you, and welcome you towards him, and since he regards our house as an
dren repelled her; and most melancholy of all, in as kindly in the midst of her littered kitchen, as if asylum, he has surely recalled his curse. We will
the wail of the new born infant—the unwelcomed her room were as orderly and as respectable as it consider this as an evidence of his reconciliation
one: a twin child, whose brother had forsaken it once might have been; and she would seem more and allow him entrance and protection!” The
at the portal of life, and had entered into eterni sorry that the window is shattered, because possi miller entered the room with a deathly pale and
ty alone. 0 poor Amy! hers was a sad funeral. bly it may inconvenience you, during the few min troubled countenance. With a penitent tone he
We stood to watch it as it wound its dark way utes of your stay, than because the wind and rain begged forgiveness of both for his long cherished
down the church-yard. The snow lay heavily on often beat in; and neither she nor her husband, hatred, which was occasioned only by his love for
the tomb-stones, and the poor little children cried who live there always, are by any means strong Margaretta the present wife of Alexis. He ex
the more bitterly as they stumbled over the hid enough to bear such hardships. But I should be tended his hand in token of reconciliation, and re-1
den graves, and felt through their scanty cloth ungrateful indeed if I stopped here, or failed to peated his request to remain with them in the for
ing the chillness of that gloomy winter evening. acknowledge the unvarying and earnest affection est, until the rage of the pestilence had been ex
he poor father, and his
ins eldest son, come i
------- ' ’ o
hausted in the village. The forester and his wife
Therefrom
was the
---------The
home
his work
on----------that melancho- expressed towards us by
these poor
people,
• in
• Wales
,----ly occasion. Then came Elizabeth and Anna.— readiness with which their services have been ten- treated their guest as a long absent friend, and
exerted themselves to please him in all things.
_ the interest they
have taken
in our
Poor things! they showed feelings of strong affec- dered to us
’
‘
"•”*
concerns—their pleasure in our happiness, and After supper they prepared for him a bed, and as
tion then, that the rough usage of the world knows their sympathy
—
in our sorrow. There are others he retired to rest, they expressed their wishes that
how to deaden. Both of them fainted that even besides Lizzy, indeed who send us their earliest he might enjoy refreshing sleep. After a few
ing, and Ann’s first question on her recovery was, ripe strawberries; more, who welcome us to the hours, the apprentice waked up his master, and told
“Poor father! how are you now?” Then there
warmest seat by the hearth in winter, and to a rest him that the miller exhibited all the signs of cho
were the four younger girls two and two—sorry,
in the shade in summer, and press us with an ear lera. Alexis rose quickly to convince himself of the
but more terrified than sorry. The pretty flaxen nestness not always to be refused to partake of truth of this report. Very soon his observations
headed boy, that his mother had loved so dearly,
gave him the horrible certainty, that the pesti
was too delicate for the long rough walk, so he their scanty fare. Many congratulate us when we lence had attacked him most virulently. The ap
was left at home, and so was the new-born baby; prosper—none more sincerely than Lizzy; many prentices were determined to carry him away at
but one more was there—the other infant, laid to prayers were offeied for us when we were in trou once, so that the atmosphere of the house might
but none mote fervent than here: and if we
rest in its dead mother’s arms. Ah! poor Amy! ble,
be poisoned. Alexis would not permit this.1
went
away, there is not one who would regret us not
The laws of hospitalitythe duty of assisting the |
it was indeed a sad funeral. They were very poor
more.
before, but Amy was a diligent and frugal mana
But the old man on the second form is quite a unfortunate forbade it. He ordered his wife and
ger, and her authority kept the children in place
children, lor the purpose of greater security togo
Now I fear, poor as they were, they are yet poor contrast in appearance to the man of genius. Is into the upper story of the house, and after he had
not
old
Jacob
a
very
respectable
looking
person

er; there is less regularity—less cleanliness—less
brought his medicine chest out, he immediately
subordination,—the loss of a mother, especially age? His neatly brushed coat is a little old fash applied all the remedies for this terrible disease,
such a mother as Amy, is a sad thing. We are ioned as to the cut to be sure, but whole and bright, prescribed by the Russian physicians. Even his
glad to be of what use we can to those two poor and his dark green and brown striped waistcoat, wife,, after she had disposed of the slumbering
girls, for their mother’s sake, and one at least of looking so warm and comfortable, s open to show children in an upper room, afforded her husband
another of a lighter color quite r.s good under
them well repays the interest we take in her.
neath, and to allow a glance at hisla’ge heart-sha all the assistance in her power, in his treatment of
And yonder is a genius. That pale, spare, mild ped steel brooch, pinned on the chan neckcloth the case. The disease had reached its crisis.—
looking man, whose appearance bespeaks such to the clean shirt. He has a sensible, pleasant The unhappy sufferer felt himself on the verge of
deep poverty; he is a singular compound of abil look; and with so many advantages of outward eternity, he summoned up all his feeble strength
ity, and want of useful sense in the every day af appearance, it would indeed be wonderful if old and said, “Oh God, let thy lightnings blast me,
fairs of life. I am glad he is here this evening; Jacob was not looked on as a persci of some con a miserable wretch, let thy hottest vengeance be
he does not often appear amongst us, but his ab sequence—especially as he wears that crown of poured out upon me for my most inhuman sin.
sence would have prevented my describing to you
glory, “the hoary head found in tb way of right But me to death, my friends-! Death would be
one of the most remarkable households with which
eousness,” for which even the kvellers of this to me a greater favor than all your kindness. 1
I was ever acquainted. Jaques—the melancholy
have treated you most barbarously. I felt the
Jaques, let us call him—can do every thing; but restless day must feel some nature respect. And seeds of cholera germinating in. me; in that mo
he is a very good old man, worth; of regard, and
some how or other, he gains by nothing.
really humble I doubt not, yet I link he feels his ment the thought of revenge was waked up in my
lie is a common mason, and though he was ne importance. Did you observe the patronizing diabolical heart. With this poison wrankling in me
ver regularly initiated into the further mysteries nod with which he greeted the l4y teachers as he I dragged myself to your hospitable hut, with the
of his trade, yet he never hesitates to undertake came in, and do you hear now, fdiilst every one fiendish design of murdering you, by communi
any part of a building, from
else is listening in silent attentifl, his audible re cating the disease, and of taking you together with
“Turret to foundation stone.”
marks—“True, very true!”—ad his triumphant me to the grave. I have accomplished the horri
lie can talk about the orders of architecture, and tone of exultation in whatever .rikes him, as par ble deed, but on the borders of the grave remorse
plan rooms and design fancy doors and windows. ticularly sound reasoning. Sand doctrine, hap has seized me, and I cannot die until you drag me,
He makes curious grottos of moss and shells, and pily he rejoices to own it ;1. But the little a monster, into the forest, to become the prey of
arranges in them waxen figures, and birds neatly company are rising to departed you and I will wolves. You, my benefactors, you I designed to
stuffed by himself. 1 have seen a bass viol, of depart too. If the glance v» have had to-night murder; now at once put me to death? In this
which he has constructed every part, screws and at the circumstances and ebracters of some of manner he groaned out his lamentations, until his
all himself; and at that very time he was so poor our pupils should have inciased the desire we strength was exhausted and he sunk into insensi
that he could only aftord to purchase one string feel to benefit them, it will 6 well—we shall not bility. Alexis and his wife stood in mute amaze
at a time; and I have heard him play on it music then have to regret, that for ice when others were ment, a cold shudder run through their limbs.-—
of his own composing. He can play on the flute listening, you and I were liking on.—Scenes in “Shall we through out the dog to be devoured by
wolves,” cried the apprentices, “or shall we hang
too, and thinks he sings very well.
our Parish.—Churchman.
the villian on a tree, that the crows may tear out
His wife, as warm hearted a creature as ever liv
his poisonous heart?” “Misfortune, despair, or
REVENGE AND MGNANIMITY.
ed, is in some respects an helpmeet for her hus
sin in others, does not justify us in walking in the
A Tale op the C»era—a Fact
band. She sees and admires his talents, but can
not direct him how to turn them to any account.
The many-headed monsL the cholera morbus, way of the sinner,” said Alexis, he is a man whj
She can sing to his music, and stand at the door I had reached the western tfders of Russia; deso- requires our aid, and to do good to our bitterest
of their cottage, on the top of the hill, admiring l lation and despair followl fearfully in his train. enemy is a virtue of divine origin.” They redou*
stopped at many a door on the way to tell her me-

the beautiful scenery which spreads before them,
of making it clean and comfortable within,
but
she has no idea, She
cue will
«... travel uncomplaining—
ly at his side through storm and mud for miles, to
hear an eloquent preacher—for they are both great
judges of fine preaching: but she cares not, and he
has by this time learnt not to care, for the comfort
of a neatly ordered supper on their return home.
There was bad management in that family in the
first instance, and we need not refer to Butler’s
“ Analogy” to know what evil effects proceed from
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bled their exertions, to restore the sick man, and
they had the satisfaction of seeing that their
efforts were not unavailing. The miller was per
fectly restored. The gratitude of this penitent
exceeds all description. He received life in the
house in which he designed to introduce death.
Heaven extended its protecting wings over this
generous family, which by the hazard of their own
lives, saved the life of their enemy, and the pes
tilence passed by and no one was attacked.
After some weeks a feast of deliverance and
reconciliation was celebrated in the forest cottage,
and this history of revenge and magnanimity was
every where related.—Lutheran Observer.
R 3 L I & 7. O U S .
PRAYER.

The spirit of prayer is a sure test of Christian
character. Though “prayer is the Christian’s
breath,” the impenitent sinner cannot pray. If
any one who knows he is not a Christian, doubts
this, let him make the attempt. He goes into his
chamber, shuts the door, and kneels by his bed
side. What can he say? Can he sincerely in
voke God’s presence? Can he adore his great
majesty and glory? Can he reverence him for
the purity and holiness of his moral character?
Can he realize the justice of the law in condemn
ing him, and approve it too, though he feels at
the same time that he is a great sinner? Can he
indeed feci that he is a sinner? and while he glo
rifies the law which condemns him, can he reach
forth, and lay hold on God’s strength through the
atonement? If he cannot thus go to God, how
can he go? What words can he use—what can
he say? The probability is, lhat in less than five
minutes he will rise from his knees, and confess
there is something in true prayer that he knows
nothing about. God is a stranger to him. Read
er, will you go to your closet, and make the trial?
—
CATECHISING.

intention, grievous delinquencies are fallen into,
which bring a deluge of reproach upon religion.
These melancholy perversions of Christian piety
might seem not to belong, with strict propriety, to
our subject; but, in fact, religious despondency is
the child of religious enthusiasm. Exhaustion
and dejection succeed to excitement, just as de
bility follows fever. Yesterday the unballasted
vessel was seen hanging out all the gaiety of its
colors, and spreading wide its indiscretion before
a breeze; but the night came, the breeze strength
ened, and to-day the hapless bark rolls dismasted,
without help or hope, over the billows.—Nat. Hist,
of Enthusiasm.
CHRISTIAN CONVERSATION.

A young gentleman was requested by his fa
ther to light an aged friend to his home one dark
night in winter, in a country village. On the road
the old gentleman said to him,” “My young friend
will you try to remember the following wmrds:—
‘ Then they that feared the Lord spake often one
to another, and the Lord heard it; and a book of
remembrance was written before him for them that
feared the Lord, and that thought upon his name.
And they shall be mine saith the Lord of Hosts,
in that day when 1 make up my jewels; and I will
spare them as a man spareth his own son that serveth him. Then will He return, and discern be 
tween the righteous and the wicked: between him
that serveth God, and him that serveth him not.
Malachi iii. 16. 17.18.” The boy went home and
learnt the passage; it was infixed upon his mind
so that he never forgot it. It is still a favorite
text, and the first I ever heard him use in private.
He is now an active and pious minister, the rector
of a large parish, and has the care of 2000 souls,
who all look up to him as a lather and a friend.—
His influence reaches far and wide, and his exam
ple is producing the most beneficial effects, not
only among hi3 own people but in the extensive
city near which he resides. I mention this anec
dote to encourage others to improve every oppor
tunity that may present itself, of implanting divine
truth in the youthful mind.

67
the domestic worship, have frequently been the
blessings which have actually issued from it.—
Many there are who can trace their first religious
impressions to this service, who have continued
through life to shine with the benignant light of
that flame, which was first kindled at the family
altar, and which will burn with increasing bright
ness until it be lost in the splendors of everlast
ing day.
BOUNDLESSNESS OE THE CREATION.

About the time of the invention of the telescope,
another instrument was formed, which laid open a
scene no less wonderful, and rewarded the inqui
sitive spirit of man. This was the microscope.—
The one led me to see a system in every star; the
other leads me to see a world in every atom. The
one taught me that this mighty globe, with the
whole burden ot its people and its countries, is
but a grain of sand on the high field of immensi
ty; the other teaches me that every grain of sand
may harbor within it the tribes and families of a
busy population. The one told me of the insig
nificance of the world I tread upon; the other re
deems it from all insignificance, for it tells me,
that in the leaves of every forest, and in the flow
ers of every garden, and in the waters of every
rivulet, there are worlds teeming with life, and
numberless as are the glories of the firmament.
The one has suggested to me, that beyond and
above all that is visible to man, there may be fields
of creation, which sweep immeasurably along,
and carry the impress of the Almighty’s hand to
the remotest scenes of the universe; the other
suggests to me, that within and beneath all that
minuteness which the aided eye of man has been
able to explore, there may be a region of invisi
bles; and that, could we draw aside the mysteri
ous curtain which shrouds it from our senses, we
might see a theatre of as many wonders as astron
omy has unfolded, a universe within the compass
of a point so small as to elude all the powers of
the microscope, but where the wonder-working
God finds room for all his attributes, where he
can raise another mechanism of worlds, and fill
and animate them all with the evidence of his glo
ry—-Chalmers,

Mr. Bull was too sensible »f the necessity and
advantage of catechising, to neglect an institution
which had so direct a tendency to promote piety
and religion in the minds of men. The instruc
tions from the pulpit very often miscarry for want
FAMILY WORSHIP.
of laying a good foundation in the fist principles
From Davies on the Ordinaices of the Christian Religion.
Londoi 1832.
of religion, and from not understanding of those
SWARTZ.
words and phrases which so frequently occur in
It is an exercise, in which every thing is calcu
He was all love, all loveliness. There has not
set and formal discourses; and it is a vein attempt lated to enlighten the understanding—to engage
to reform the world, without seasoning the minds of the affections and to impress the heart. It is a existed, since the beloved disciple, a more attrac
youth with that necessary knowledge of the Christian standard lifted up for God, inscribed with charac tive specimen of Christianity. Hq was born at
mysteries, upon which all religious practice must be ters which invite all to respect and honor him. It Sonnenburgh, in Germany, in 1726. To his mo
built. He labored, therefore, particularly in this is a testimony borne in the most influential quarter ther we are indebted for his beautiful example, and
province, and did not content himself barely to to the paramount claims and the transcendent ex India owes to her the blessing of his benevolent and
hear the youth repeat the words of our excellent cellency of religion. It exhibits it in its genuine self-denying mission. Dying while he was yet
catechism, but he expounded it to them after a character and dignity, as entitled to the first and young, she called to her bedside her husband and
plain and familiar manner; whereby he did not on last thoughts of the day, as ushering in the occu her pastor, and informing them that she had devot
ly sow the good seed of the word in young and pations of the morning, and as sealing up the ed her child to God, entreated them, and made
tender minds, but also enlightened those of riper thoughts and feelings at the evening's close, with them solemnly promise to bring him up in his ser
years, whom he excouraged and exhorted to be the impress <f devotional homage. It commands vice. The scene fixed itself in his imagination,
present at his catechetical performances, and who the attendance of those who might otherwise find and never lost its hold upon his heart. When at
were too much ashamed of their ignorance to no time for adue regard to the things of eternity, school, he tells us, in a memoir which he left, that
overcome it by any other methods. God was it brings the word of God before those who might he was habitually accustomed to secret prayer, and
pleased so far to bless his endeavors of this kind, ‘otherwise be utterly ignorant of it; it compels confession of his faults to God. It was the first
that he carried fifty persons well instructed in the the most thoightless, for a time, to reflect; the germination of the sacred seed which that good
principles of the Christian religion to the visitation of most frivolou: for a while to be grave. It brings mother sowed in his yet tender heart. Little did
Circenster, who were all confirmed by the bishop, those to prostate themselves before the throne of she then think of the golden harvest that, in an
when his whole parish did not consist of above grace who els- might never bend their knees. It other hemisphere, was to be ripened, for man's
comfort and the glory of the Lord.—Banner.
thirty families.—Life of Bull.
obliges those vho might never pray for themselves
to listen to the supplications and intercessions of
There is as much difference between the suffer
RELIGIOUS SENTIMENTALISM.
others in theirbehalf. It thus aefs like coals of ings of the saints, and those of the ungodly, as
The moping sentimentalism which so often takes fire heaped upo\ their head, softening them into
there is, between the cords, with which an execu
the place of Christian motives, is to be avoided, penitence and Ive, elevating them to faith and
tioner pinions a condemned malefactor, and the
not merely because it holds up piety to the view of holiness. The pung it teaches from the earliest
the world under a deplorable disguise; nor merely age to recognize he God of their parents, to hon bandages with which a tender surgeon binds his
because it deprives its victims of their comforts; or his name, to ruere his word, to lisp his praise, patient. The design of the one, is to kill; of the
but chiefly because it ordinarily produces inatten and indissolubly t> connect his service with every other, to cure. Believers undergo many crosses,
but no curses.—Arrowsmith.
tion to the substantial matters of common morali tender associationof home and of kindred, of a
ty. The mind, occupied from dawn of day till father’s blessing aid of a mother’s prayers. It is
A zealous soul without meekness, is like a ship
midnight with its own multifarious ailments, and calculated to humEe and to bring down the high in a storm, in danger of wrecks. A meek soul,
busied in studying its pathologies, utterly forgets, est members of tie household, when they are without zeal, is like a ship in a calm, that moves
or remissly discharges, the duties of social life; brought.to confess n common with the meanest, not so fast to its harbor as it ought.
or the temper, oppressed by vague solicitudes, that they are poor aid miserable sinners, to elevate
falls into a state which makes it a nuisance in the and dignify the feej.igs of the lowest, when they
WALKS OF INSTRUCTION.
house. Or, while the rising and falling tempera perceive that they ae allowed to kneel around the
In the year 1780, while I was a boarder at the
ture of the spirit is watched and recorded, the same throne, and to ddress themselves to the same house of a plain, upright farmer, among other
common principles of honor and integrity are so mercy seat. And corespondent with the spiritu walks, we took one over his farm.
completely lost sight of, that, without explicit ill- al privileges and advantages thus connected with
‘ Fifty years ago,” said he, “this field was cov-
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hortation. I can truly say that my own experience plegate. This valuable preferment was originally
ered with thick and heavy woods. My father at has led to the same conviction; and that such is intended by the patrons, the Dean and Chapter of
that time, lived in a village about six or seven the teaching of the Holy Ghost, as recorded in of St. Paul’s, for Dr. Fowler, afterwards Bishop
miles from this place. He built the saw-mill which the Sacred Scriptures, none who read them can of Gloucester;, but on being informed of the
you see yonder in ruins. You may be surprised ,
r our Christian brethren is the best trials and hardships which Dr. Burnet had under
to
see it there
in a dry
spot,
but before
was j! doubt.
Loving
uui have .....
------from death unto gone, they desired his acceptance of the vacant
cleared,
was
a stream
there,this
ofvillage
consideraevidence
“
that
evidence “tnat we
wu ua«v passed
-------ble size.
life;” *this
K: indeed' is the perfection
of all
„u mnralitv
morality benefice; this offer the Dr. declined, with that
and religion; even the fulfilling of the whole law. generosity which marked his whole character, and
- My brother and I took turns in attending the Without this charity, our faith and works of zeal while he thankfully acknowledged the kindness
mill. I used to spend one week there, and my are nothing. The worst enemies of the church of his patrons, requested they would adhere to
brother the next. We used tp go to the mill ear are they who disturb its peace, and the greatest their original intention, and in consequence Dr.
ly on Monday morning, and stay till Saturday obstacles to Christian love are bigotry and party Fowler was shortly after instituted. In the follow
spirit. The church to which we belong is by no ing year, Sir Harbottle Grimstone, Master of the
night.
“Once upon a time, while my brother was here thing more distinguished than by its spirit of libe Rolls appointed Dr. Burnet preacher to the Rolls.
at work in his turn, at the crank of the water rality, truly so called, and the sentiments of union Chapel; and though the court party sent repeated
wheels, it turned upon his leg, which was under and love which it so uniformly inculcates. None messages to Sir Harbottle, stating how disagree
the wheels, and broke it. lie made every effort can be truly her children, nor deserve the name able the appointmerat of Dr. Burnet would be to
he could to draw out his broken leg, but was not of Christian, who do not follow after that charity the King, yet Sir H. still persisted in the nomina
able. After some time, he awaked from a fainting which is the bond of perfectness. We of the cler tion, and Dr. B. became thus settled in London.
fit. How long he had been in that state was to gy, who profess to be ministers of Christ, and to He was soon after chosen Lecturer of St. Clement’s
him unknown. That accident happened i on
the name and behalf of Him, who was so by the parishioners, and continued preaching to
• Fri
.1. i actL .in
large and respectable congregations for nine years.
day,
earlv
in the afternoon.
remained in
this
IU
• ,,
dreadful
'situation
during the He
night.
distinguished
by meekness and love, are especially
In 1676, Dr. Burnet published his Memoirs of
„ „
,
, ,
.
.
, , and above all, under the most sacred and solemn
n u iturnay, though
alone in Lie woods, he i obligations
maintain and
UUU^CIUUUO “to
VVX ----------— . to set forward, as the Duke of Hamilton, which were favorably re
----- o----love. ceived, and were the means of introducing him
quietness, npnpp
peace hnd
and love,
thought it possible somebody might hear him, and 1 much as lieth in us, nmojnoi,,,
to the acquaintance of Sir William Jones, the At
among
all
Christian
people,
and
especially
among
therefore called for help as loud as he could.— !
torney General, who urged him to undertake a His
But his strength soon failed him: nobody came them,” with whom we are particularly connected
and he gave up nearly all hopes of relief. It ap If we are deficient in this we are faithful in no tory of England. Having however about the
peared like hoping against hope to expect deliv thing. And in this, my brethren beloved in the same time published an account of a conference
erance by any merciful interposition of providence. Lord, there are none, who preach the Gospel of between himself, Dr. Stillingfleet, and Coleman
But lie knew all things were possible with God. the blessed Redeemer, that have an easier or more the Jesuit, in which Dr. Burnet had attempted to
whose watchlul eye is over all his works. It pleasing task than we, the Clergy of this Diocese. satisfy the scruples of Lady Terwhit, whose hus
would be idle to suppose that in this situation he The laity—the people of our parishes, are gener band, Sir Philip Terwhit, being a Papist, was en
ally and remarkably disposed to union and peace. deavoring to seduce her from Protestantism, Dr.i
did not pray ; for how could he help praying.
Burnet became justly regarded as one of the firm
‘ Not far oft lived a man who was too old to la One of the most encouraging circumstances in the est opponents of pooery, and was in consequence
bor much, and it suddenly came into his mind to state of this Diocese, and for which we ought dai urged by several of his friends to undertake his
clean his gun and take a walk. He could not tell ly to bless God, is the evident, and I think, increas
great work, the History of the Reformation. Dr.
why he did so, or where he was going. His fami ing disposition to harmony and love. There is
my
judgment, evidently among
our popu-1 B. was induced the rather to comply with their re
ly
surprised to
see him
in his
lv were surpriseu
waix
mm do this
.....- ...
..... old
- - age also, in
........
j
,
■ ■he was going .-i
—a .walk,
—it, lation increasing desire to hear the pure gospel quest, in order to counteract the mischievous ten
He merely observed• that
take
.
1
_ ...k:___
c- ni.’a-- --- lnvo. tn hpflr t ip
dency of some publications by Sander, and Peter
and should perhaps see a deer or something to of Christ preached in sincere love: to hear the Heyln, and applied himself with the utmost dili
•hoot at. In this walk he was inclined to go to doctrines of the cross,—the momentous words of
the saw-mill, though at that hour on Saturday af eternal life. And certainly it would be doing in gence and assiduity to the collection and arrange
justice to our Clergy to suppose that such a change ment of original and important documents. In
ternoon, the sawyer had usually gone home.
“So he went to the top of the hill in sight of is gradually taking place without their agency and his earlier researches he experienced some diffi
culties, through the jealously of the Duke of Lau
the saw mill, and seeing no one, nor hearing any co-operation. Union and good feeling have gen
derdale; but when the first volume appeared, it
erally
and
very
much
prevailed
now
for
more
than
noise, he went away. My brother had been hal
met with great approbation, and Dr. B. received
looing till he could call no longer at that time, and twenty years among all our churches; and there
the thanks of both Houses of Parliament, with a
all was still. But just, as the old man was leav is, I am fully persuaded, not only an increasing
request that he would prosecute the undertaking,
ing the hill, he heard or thought he heard a faint willingness in hearing, but also an increasing fideli
and complete his valuable work; an honor never
ty
in
preaching
the
gospel
of
salvation.
Unhap

cry of distress, and went back to the mill. There
to his surprise, he found tny brother almost dead. pily, there is before the public an appearance of bestowed on any other writer. Dr. B.'s first vo
He helped him out, gave him something to eat, discord among the Clergy of this State, much lume appeared in 1679; the second in 1682, and
and went in pursuit of more help. But from that greater, as I believe, than actually exists; and if the third containing a supplement to the two for
day to this, I can never pass this place without any any are so wicked as to rejoice in the expec mer, in 1714. The collection of records attached
tation of seeing us a divided Church, they will, I to each volume is highly valuable, and far more
gloomy feelings.
Here the farmer ended his story. Reader is it trust in God, be disappointed. We stand on a perfect than could reasonably be expected, after
an affecting one? And what think you, but the foundation too firm to be shaken by momentary the pains taken in Queen Mary’s days to suppress
hand invisible, directed this aged man’s mind and gusts of passion. We have too much regard for every thing that carried the marks of the reforma
steps to the spot? lie that does not eye the kind the religion which we profess; forthe Masterwhom tion upon it. The work, not withstanding the
Providence of God in this matter, must, it seems we serve, and for the Church which we all love, general approbation, met with considerable oppo
to jeopard our souls for the vanities of life, or dis sition in some quarters, and entangled its author
to me he a stout unbeliever indeed.
The turning of a helm may loose or save a ship honor Christ by selfishness and prids. We will in controversial discussions both at home and
and its cargo. The cackling of a goose, it is not forsake the ark which is our saftty; we will abroad.
Though Dr. Burnet during his residence in Lon
said once saved Rome. A sudden rise of a river not like the raven fly to and fro while the floods
saved the retreating American army in the wars continue; but like the dove return with the olive don, had no parochial charge he readily complied
with the applications made to him to visit the
of the revolution; and more than once the rivers branch to its bosom.
suddenly rose, so that the pursuing army could
It would be well if we could all think less of sick, and among others was requested to attend a
not follow.—Juvenile Rambler.
others' faults, and more of our own. And let us young woman who had been ensnared by Wilmot,
chiefly on this occasion think with gateful hearts Earl of Rochester. Dr. Burnet’s conduct on this
EXTRACT FROM THE ADDRESS OF BISHOP
of the many blessings which, throu'h the Lord’s occasion, attracted the notice of his lordship, who
GRISWOLD.
patient goodness, we still enjoy. Aid especially became desirous of his acquaintance, and engag
[CONCLUED.]
that we of this Diocese have been thus far, and ed with him in repeated conferences, which event
On this occasion, at my time of life, I ought to in so great degree, preserved from he mortal sick ually issued in convicing that profligate young no
speak to you as a dying man; and it was my inten ness which is still visiting many pats of our coun bleman of the fallacy of those sceptical principles
tion, when I began this Address, to have added try. And may our affections, rssed to God in which he had entertained, and the iniquity of that
some words of advice to my brethren of the cler thankfulness and love, descend Ike his rain upon line of conduct he had pursued. His lordship
dying soon after, Dr. Burnet published in 1680 an
gy, and to the people of this Diocese. But I all our fellow men.
interesting narrative, entitled, An Account of the
have so long detained you in reporting the state
Alexander. J. Griswold.
of our chuvches, that such addition would trespass
Life and Death of the Earl of Rochester, which
too much on your time and patience. It may be
has" been characterized by Dr. Johnson, as “a
BIOGRAPHI.
the Lord's will that 1 meet you again on a like oc
book which the critic ought to read for its elegance,
casion, or I may find time amidst other cares to
the philosopher for its arguments, and thesaintfor
Abridged from the London Chrjtian Guardian.
address our churches in some other form.
its piety!” ' There is indeed reason to conclude
MEMOIR OF BISHOPiiBURNET.
It is said of the apostle John that the expe
that this young nobleman was through divine mer
[continued.]
rience of a long life, and'still more the teaching
cy, the subject of a saving change.
of the Divine Spirit, had so convinced him of the
The party feuds in Scotlam having thus comDr. B. was favored with occasional interviews
excellence oi
of cnamy,
charity, anu
and me
the necessity ui
of vims-1
Chris pelled Dr. Burnet to resign Is Professorship in with his Majesty, to whom he appears to have spo
exceuence
tians loving each other, that, in his latter years, this Glasgow, he resolved to settle n London, and was ken repeatedly with the fidelity of a Christian min
wa* the constant theme of his preaching and ex- ! soon after offered the living at St. Giles’ Crip- ister. Of his* conduct in this respect, a very strik-
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ing instance remains on record. A Mrs. Roberts, a life to come, and that sin shall not pass unpun Mrs. Mary Scott a Dutch lady of a large for 
who had lived for some time on improper terms ished. If your Majesty will reflect upon your tune and noble extraction. King William was no
with the King, sent for Dr. Burnet when she was having now been twenty years upon the throne, sooner advanced to the throne than he promotod
dying, who saw her often for some weeks, and and in all that time how little you have glorified Dr. Burnet, to the See of Salisbury, to which he
among other things, desired him to write a letter God, how much you have provoked him, and that was consecrated March 31, 1686. Dr. Crew,
to the King, expressing the sense she had of her your ill example has drawn so many after you to Bishop of Durham, had previously offered to re
past life. Her strength however not being equal sin, that men are not ashamed of their vices, you sign his Bishopric in his favor, provided he would
to such exertion, Dr. B. determined to write him cannot but think that God is offended with you: secure him £1000 per annum from the revenues of
self a very plain letter to the King, pressing him and if you consider how ill your counsels at home that See, but Dr. B. declined this arrangement,
earnestly to change his whole course of life; this and your wars abroad have succeeded, and how and had so little anxiety for his own promotion,
letter was conveyed to his Majesty on the 29th of much you have lost the hearts of your people, that he applied to King William, when Salisbury
January, the day preceding the anniversary of his you may reasonably conclude, this is of God, who became vacant, on behalf of his old friend, Dr.
father's death, in hope that the return of that pe will not turn away his anger from you, till you turn Lloyd. His Majesty coldly replied to this appli
cation, that he had another person in view, and the
riod might dispose the King to more serious atten to him with your whole heart.
tion. The letter was as follows:—
“I am no enthusiast, either in opinion or temf next day nominated Dr. Burnet to the see.
Bishop Burnet had no sooner taken his seat in
“ 29/A Jdnz/ary, 1680.
per, yet I acknowledge I have been so oppressed
in my mind to make this address, that I could the House of Lords, than he distinguished himself
“May it please your Majesty:
“I have not presumed to trouble your Majesty have no ease until I did it; and since you were by declaring for moderate measures with regard
for some months, not having any thing worthy your pleased to direct me to send you, through Mr. to the clergy who scrupled to take the oaths of
time to offer; and now I choose it rather this way, Chiffinch’s hands, such informations as I should allegiance to King William and Queen Mary, in
since the infinite duty I owe you, puts me under think fit to convey to you, I hope your Majesty consequence of having previously sworn allegiance
restraints in discourse which I cannot so easily will not be offended if I have made this use of that to King James, and for a toleration of the Protes
overcome. What I shall now suggest to your ma liberty. I am sure I can have no other design in tant dissenters; and when the bill for declaring
jesty, I do it in the presence of Almighty God, it but your good; for I know very well this is not the rights and privileges of the subject, and set
to whom 1 know I must give an account of all my the method to serve any ends of my own, I there tling the succession of the crown was brought in
actions: I therefore beg you will be graciously fore throw myself at your feet, and once more in to parliament, he was the person appointed by
pleased to accept this most faithtul zeal of your the name of God, whose servant I am, do most King William to propose naming the duchess (af
poor subject, who has no other design in it than humbly beseech of your Majesty to consider of terwards electress) of Brunswick, next in succes
your good, and the discharge of his own con what I have written, and not to despise it for the sion after the princess of Denmark and her issue;
meanness of the person who has sent it; but to and he thus was highly instrumental in the event
science.
ual establishment of the House of Hanover over
Dr. B. then adverts to the political danger and apply yourself to religion in earnest; and I dare these realms. His 'Lordship addressed this year a
assure
you
of
many
blessings
both
temporal
and
difficulties with whicn his Majesty was surrounded,
spiritual in this life, and of eternal glory in the pastoral letter to the clergy of his diocese con
and thus proceeds—
cerning the oaths of allegiance and supremacy to
“There is one thing, and indeed the only thing life to come: but if you will go on in your sins, King William and Queen Mary, which, though
the
judgements
of
God
will
probably
pursue
you
on which all honest men agree, as that which can
well received in the first instance, was about three
easily extricate you out of all troubles; it is not in this life, so that you may be a proverb to after years after, on account of some offensive expres
ages,
and
after
this
life,
you
will
be
forever
misera

the change of a minister, or of a council, a new
sions, ordered to be burnt by the hands of the ex
alliance, or a session of parliament; but it is (and ble; and I, your poor subject, that now am, shall ecutioner.
be
a
witness
against
you
in
the
great
day,
that
1
suffer me, Sir, to speak it with a more than ordi
After the session of parliament, the Bishop went
nary earnestness,) a change in your own heart, and gave you this free and faithful warning.
down to his diocese, and held his primary visita
Sir,
no
person
alive
knows
that
I
have
written
in your course of life. And n>w, Sir, if you do
tion according to the usual practice. Observing,
not with indignation throw this paper from you, to you to this purpose; and I choose this evening, however, the burry and disorder with which the
hoping
that
your
exercise
to-morrow
may
put
you
permit me (with all the humility of a subject pros
confirmations were attended, lie determined to
trate at your feet) to tell you, that all the distrust into a disposition to weigh it more carefully. I adopt an entirely new plan, the advantages of
hope
your
Majesty
will
not
be
offended
with
this
your people have of’ you, ail the necessities you
which were so great, that it is at once matter of
now are under, all the indignation of heaven that sincere expression of my duty to you; for I durst surprize and regret that it has not been universally
not
have
ventured
on
it,
if
I
had
not
thought
my

is upon you, and appears in the defeating of all
followed.
your councils, flow from this, that you have not self bound to it, both by the duty I owe to God,
The Bishop, bis biographer observes, had always
feared nor served God, but have given yourself and that which will ever oblige me to be.
looked upon Confirmation, as the likeliest means
“
May
it
please
your
majesty,
”
&c.
up to many sinful pleasures. Your Majesty may,
of reyiving a spirit of Christianity, if men could
His Majesty does not appear to have taken any be brought to consider it not as a mere ceremony,
perhaps, justly think, that many of those that op
pose you have no regard for religion; but the body immediate notice of this letter, though there is but as an act whereby a man became a Christian
of your people consider it more than you ean ima reason to conclude that he was offended with its from his own choice; since upon attaining to the
gine. I do not desire your Majesty to put on a freedom. In the following year, however, Dr. B. use of reason, he thereby renewed for himself a
hypocritical show of religion as Henry the Third received some marks of favor, and was more espe vow which others had only made for him at bap
of France did, hoping thereby to have weathered cially promised the Mastership of the Temple, tism. He wrote a short Directory, containing pro
the storms of those times. No,! that would be which was expected shortly to become vacant; but per rules how to prepare the youth upon such oc
soon seen through, and as it would provoke God a change of ministry taking place, and Dr. Bur casions ; this he printed, and sent copies of it,
more, so it would increase jealousies. No, Sir, net refusing to break with all his old friends, dis some months beforehand, to the ministor of every
it must be real and the evidence of it signal. All appointed all his prospects, and indeed placed him parish where he meant to confirm. He every sum
those about you who are the occasions of, sin, in such danger as rendered it advisable that lie mer took a tour for six weeks or two months
chiefly the women, must be removed and your should lead a very quiet and retired life. He ac through some district of his bishopric daily preach
court be reformed. Sir, if you will turn you to cordingly built a laboratory, and employed his lei ing and confirming from Church to Church, so as
religion sincerely ami seriously, you shall quickly sure hours for some time in the study of chemis in the coure of three years (besides his formal tri
find a serene joy of another nature possess your try, which, as it served to enlarge his philosophi ennial visitation) to go through all the principal
mind, than what arises from gross pleasures; God cal notions, and was in itself an useful as well as livings in his diocese. The clergy near the place
would be at peace with you, and direct and bless innocent amtfseraent, furnished him at the same he passed through, generally attended on him;
all your counsels; all good men would presently time a proper excuse for staying much at home. therefore, to avoid being burdensome in these cir
turn to you, and ill men would be ashamed and
Charles the Second dying not very long after, cuits, he entertained them all at his own charge.
have a thin party. For I speak it knowingly, there Dr. Burnet obtained leave from King James to go He likewise for many years entered into conferen
is nothing has so alienated the body of your peo ouf of the kingdom, and went first to Paris, where ces with them upon the chief heads of divinity:
ple from you as what they have heard of your life, he lived in great retirement, in order to avoid be one of which he usually opened at their meeting
which disposes them to give an easy belief to all ing involved in the conspiraces then forming in fa in a discourse that lasted near two hours; and then
other scandalous reports.
vor of the Duke of Monmouth. Having become encouraged them to state such questions or diffi
“Sir, this counsel is now almost as necessary for acquainted with brigadier Stoupe, a Protestant of culties upon it as occurred to them. Four of these
your affairs, as it is for your soul; and though you ficer in the French service, he proceeded with him discourses against, Infidelity, Socinianism, Popery,
have highly offended that God who has been in to Rome, and having afterwards visited Geneva and Schism, were printed in the year 1694. When
finitely merciful to you in preserving you at Wor and some parts of Germany, arrived at Utretcht he had published his Exposition of the Thirtycester fight, and during your long exile, and who in 1686, with the intention of seeking some quiet Nine Articles, conferences of this nature seemed
brought you back, so miraculously, yet he is still retreat in the united Province. On his arrival at in some measure needles; he therefore discontinu
good and gracious; and will, upon your sincere Utrecht lie found letters from some of the princi ed them, in order to apply himself wholly to the
repentance and change of life, pardon all your pal ministers of state at Hague, intreating him work of confirmation. To be more useful in it,
sins, and receive you into his favor. Oh, Sir, what to fix upon no setflern.iet until he had been he disposed his annual progress, during the last ten
if you should die in the midst of your sins? at introduced to the Prince and Princess of Orange years of his life, in the following manner. He
the great tribunal where you must appear, there he accordingly proceeded to the Hague, where went through five or six of the considerable mar
will be no regard to the crown you now wear; but he was most kindly received, and took an active ket towns every year: he fixed himself for a whole
it will agravate your punishment, that being in so part in the counsels carrying on concerning the week in each of them; and though he went out
eminent a station you have so much dishonored affairs of England. He published in 1687 an every morning to preach and confirm in some par
God. Sir, I hope you believe there is a God, and account of his travels, and soon after married ish, within seven or eight miles; yet at the even-

to
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Chase, with a view to healing the existing separation between
Bishop Chase and the Diocese of Ohio.
“Resolved, That until such a step shall have been taken
this Convention ought not to sanction, by any act, the existing
separation of Bishop Chase from the Diocese of Ohio.
B
“Resolved, That, as the Diocese of Ohio has been without
Episcopal services since September 9th, 1831, and is at pre.
sent destitute of the same, it is the opinion of this Convention
that unless the existing separation between Bishop Chase and
the Diocese of Ohio, he settled by a reunion of the said par
ties before the first day of May next, the Standing Committees of the different Dioceses ought to sanction the election of
any clergyman who may be elected to the office of Bishop of
the Diocese of Ohio, after that date.
“Resolved, That any Canon passed by this Convention
touching the subject of the resignation of Bishops, shall not
be construed to apply to the existing separation of Bishop
Chase from Ohio.
“ All which is respectfully submitted.
William H. Delancey,
Thomas Lyell,
Samuel J. Donaldson.”
On Monday, the 22d, the Convention met accordin', to ad
journment. After reading the minutes, the order of the day
was called for, and the report of the majority of the Commit
tee on Bishop Chase’s relinquishment of his Diocese read to
gether with Bishop Chase’s letter of resignation addressed to
the Convention of the Diocese, in 1831; the proceedings of
that Convention on the subject; the proceedings of the Con
vention of Ohio, in 1832, in the premises; and also a protest
of a minority of that Convention (1 clergyman and 9 laymen)
against the election of a Bishop, as unconstitutional, uncanonical, and void; and moreover, irregular and premature.
President Duer, of N. Y., in behalf of the majority of the
claring his resignation of the Episcopate of the said Diocese; Committee, moved the adoption of the resolutions recom
and also a certified copy of a resolution of the Convention of mended by them, and spoke nearly two hours in their support,
GAMBIER OBSERVER.
stating the facts of the case, and entering into proof of the
Ohio accepting the said resignation.
“ The Committee have also received satisfactory testimony, first branch of the position taken in the resolution, viz.: that
GAMBIER, FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 9, 1832.
that previous to the 5th of September, 1832, the Rt. Rev. “by resignation,” the Diocese of Ohio “was vacant before
Sept. 5, 1832.”
The Board or Trustees or Kenyon College are hereby- Bishop Chase had sold his estate in Ohio, and had purchased
On Tuesday, the House met at 10 A. M., Morning Prayer
a tract of land in the Territory of Michigan ; and that by his
notified to meet at this plaee 011 Thursday, the \5th day of No
Attorney, B. M. Atherton, Esq., he had declared to the Trus was read by the Rev. Dr. Gadsden. The order of the day
vember next, agreeably to adjournment.
tees of Kenyon College, that he was no longer a resident of was postponed to allow the reading of a report from the StandM. T. C. WING, Secretary.
Ohio, but had fixed his domicil in Michigan. It also appear ing Committee on Testimonials for Consecration. It was
ed by the testimony of Mr. Samuel Chase, that on the 19th read by the chairman; Dr. Gadsden, and laid on the table.
Dr. Duer spoke to the order of the day, for nearly three
General Convention__ In another column will be found of September last, the Bishop and his family passed through
the proceedings of this body up to the 27th ult. It will be Cleaveland in Ohio, on their removal to the Michigan Terri hours, in continuation of his support of the resolutions pre
tory. Without entering into the discussion of the abstract sented by the majority of the joint Committee.
perceived that the question which has so deeply agitated this riglit of a Bishop to resign his Episcopal jurisdiction, and
The Rev. Dr. De Lancey, in behalf of the minority, mov
Diocese during the past year, was one of most engrossing in without considering the question as to what body such resig ed their resolutions as an amendment, and occupied an hour
terest, and called forth the best talents, and soundest wisdom nation should he tendered, the Committee beg leave to recom and a half in their defence.
The resignation of the Episopate of Ohio was made the or
of our Church in its discussion. It was fully and fairly met, mend to the Convention the adoption of the following reso
lution :—
der of the day for Wednesday, at JO A. M.
and though opposite grounds in regard to it were resolutely
The Fourth Triennial Report of the General Domestic and
“ Resolved, That the Right Rev. Philander Chase, by his
taken, and warmly defended, it is gratifying to learn that no letter of resignation addressed to the Ohio Convention, and Foreign Missionary Society was received, and referred to the
Standing
Committee on that subject. A report of the late
by
his
removal
from
that
State
to
the
Territory
of
Michigan,
thing transpired, inconsistent with the gravity and importance
of the subject, or with the character of Christian legislators has effectually renounced and relinquished his Episcopal charge secretary of the House on the subject of expenses was referred
of the Diocese of Ohio, and that the Episcopacy of the said to the Committe one that subject.
and ministers.—It nearly equally divided the votes of the Diocese was, in fact, vacant previous to the 5th of Septem
The order of the day being called for, Dr. Dc Lancey re
lower house, but was finally decided in the way, which, wc ber, 1832.
sumed the support of the resolutions of the minority of the
joint Committee, and replied to Dr. Duer. He was followed
believe, will meet the hearty approval of a very large majority
Signed,
William White, Chairman.”
by Mr. Donaldson, of Md., and the Rev. Dr. Lyell, (the
of this Diocese, and best secure, under God, its future pros
Rev. Dr. Crocker, )
other members of the minority,) on the same side. The Ilev.
B. Beach,
Majority. Dr. Ducacliet, of Va., spoke at length in support of the reso
perity and peace—The house of Bishops having expressed
W. A. Duer,
their willingness to consecrate a Bishop for Ohio on certain
lutions of the majority, on the ground that episcopal resigna
The Rev. Dr. Crocker, and William A. Duer and Bar tion is valid. The Rev. Dr. Montgomery, of Pa., followed,
.specified conditions, a resolution was passed, declaring this
announcing
his intention to introduce a new proposition.
Diocese vacant by the refusal of Bishop Chase to exercise his rage Beach, Esqrs., were undeistood to be the members of the
Lower House, concurring in the above report. It was order When he had spoken about three quarters of an hour, the Con
Episcopal functions, and resolving to consider and sign the ed to be printed, and made the order of the day for Monday, vention adjourned to 7 P. M.
testimonials of the Bishop elect. They were accordingly the 22d, at 12 o’clock.
At the evening session the Rev. Dr. Montgomery spoke in
On Saturday, after Morning Prayer by the Rev. Mr. Bron continuation, and concluded by moving as an amendment to
signed, as well as those of the Bishops elect of Vermont, Newson,
of
Vermont,
and
the
customary
opening
business,
the
tlie
resolutions of the minority, a resolution declaring the
Jersey and Kentucky. Wednesday the 31st ult., we under
Committee on the reception of the Diocese of Alabama into
stand, was the day fixed on for the ceremony of consecration. union, presented a report recommending its admission as regu House of Clerical and Lay Deputies not competent to declare
a vacancy in any diocese, whether by relinquishment or remo
Bishop McIlvaine, may be expected to visit Ohio immedi larly organized, and having complied with the requisitions of val, and leaving the whole subject to the House of Bishops, as
ately. IIis reception amongst us, we trust and believe, will the constitution of the Church. Its reception was according properly within their exclusive judicatory.
Peter A. Jay, Esq., of New-York, followed, in support of
every where, be sueli, as will render the arduous duties of his ly voted, provided the House of Bishops concur.
The Committee on the subject of the Theological Semina
responsible station, pleasant and easy—Let none of us forget ry of Ohio reported, to the effect that the Convention possess the Majority of the joint committee, on the ground of the va
lidity of resignation as proved by the nature of the ease, and
that his usefulness aud success will depend in no small degree, ed power in the premises, but whether it would ever use it, by ecclesiastical law and precedent. I he Convention adjourn
must
itself
decide;
the
Committee
saw
no
reason
for
using
it
on the prayers of God’s people in his behalf. It is God, only,
ed about 10 P. M.
On Thursday, after Morning Prayer, and the reading of the
who can send him to us “in the fulness of the blessing of the now. The report was ordered on the minutes, and a resolu
tion passed, approving its principle, without committing the minutes, Mr. Jay concluded his speech in behalf of the reso
gospel of peace.”
Convention on the acceptance or refusal of the power.
lutions of the Majority.
A message from the House of Bishops announced their
William Hayward, Esq., of South Carolina, offered a third
Quarterly Register.—The November number of this concurrence in the reception of the Diocese of Alabama into
amendment so drawn up as to comprise features of both the
useful periodical lias just come to hand. It contains, among union; whereupon the Rev. Norman H. Pinney, and Samuel propositions from the joint committee, without compromitting
much interesting statistical matter, a biographical notice of St. John, Esq. were admitted, on presentation of certificates, the Convention to the exclusive views of either. He support
ed it with a few brief observations.
Air. S. Maxwell, a young man of much promise, who by a as delegates from that Diocese.
Dr. De Lancey, in behalf of the minority of the joint
The Rev. Dr. Beasley of N. J., submitted a concise sum
thorough course of study, and devoted rational piety, was pre Committee from the Lower Houseon the rumored relinquish
mary of the arguments in favor of the measures proposed by
pared, and at the time of his death, expected soon to join the ment of the Diocese of Ohio by Bishop Chase, presented the
the Minority.
.
....
missionary hand, as a faithful laborer in Africa. His biogra following report:—
Gavin Hogg, Esq., of N. C., avowing his willingness to
declare
the
Diocese
of
Ohio
vacant,
nevertheless
supported
the
“ The Minority in the joint Committee on the subject of
phy is especially interesting to students, as affording them, at
resolutions of the Minority, as on the whole nearest to his
the same time, an example of successful industry, and a warn Bishop Chase’s rumored relinquishment of the Episcopal
charge of the Diocese of Ohio, constituting one half of the views. He contended that the General Convention in bo h
ing against sedentary habits and neglect of exercise. To the Committee appointed by this House, concurring with the ma houses, representing the whole Church, had alone the rig
latter cause his early death may he attributed, and his name is jority of the joint Committee iri the general statement of facts of adjudging the case; and that both Bishop Chase, and the
now added to the long list of those who by neglect of manual reported to the Convention, hot not concurring in the opinion Diocese of Ohio had been guilty of a trespass on its rights,
labor, or some other regular system of exercise, have brought expressed or implied in the said Report, beg leave respectfully the one in refusing to discharge the duties of his office; tn
to present their judgment on the matters brought before them other, in proceeding to elect upon such refusal.
upon themselves premature disease and death.—Such cases as in joint Committee.
William Meredith, Esq., of Pa., and Thomas L. Ogden,
it
“ The Minority are of opinion that the adoption of the fol Esq., of N. Y., followed in behalf of the Majority of the
these furnish convincing evidence of the necessity of connect
lowing resolutions will constitute the wisest and safest meas joint committee.
ing manual labor with all our seminaries of learning.
. . ,
r
ures to be taken in the premises.
The Rev. Dr. Judd, of Conn., insisted on a few points
“
Resolved,
The
House
of
Bishops
concurring,
that
in
the
tending
to
show
the
validity
of
episcopal
resignations.
Oi.ivk Branch.—A new paper {with this title, has recently
opinion of this Convention, it is expedient that the House of
The Rev. Dr. De Lancey replied to the arguments ot ti
been issued at Circleville in this state, conducted by a “num Bishops should address a pastoral letter to the Diocese of Ohio, gentlemen who had opposed the resolutions of the Minor y,
ber of gentlemen,” and published once in two weeks. It is and a fraternal communication to the Right Rev. Philander stated anew the general principles, and urged on the tonvc

for six
SIX uays
days together,
he Cciiecnibeu
catechised the
to “the entertainment
and improvement
ing-prayer, ior
logeuier, lie
un. devoted w
.....
. ,, T . ot
fi
youth of the town in the principal Church there and die promotion of domestic education.
1 ?S '
i
expounding to them some portion of the Church executed, and promises to promote in no slight egiee t le o
Chatechism everyday, till lie had gone through Jects for which it professes to be established^
the whole. And on Sunday he confirmed those
HE Z,IG IOVS INTELLIGENT CE.
who had been thus examined and instructed and
then inviting them all to dine with him, he gave to
General Convention.—We continue our account ot the
each a useful present of books. As the country proceedings of this body from our last week’s paper. We are
flocked in from all parts to hear him, he was in indebted principally to the Churchman for the following ex
hopes this would encourage the clergy to catechize
more, and would raise an emulation in Christian tracts : —
The Convention met by adjournment on Friday (the 19th)
knowledge among the inferior sort of people, who
at 10 A. M., and Morning Prayers were read by the presi
were ignorant to a scandal.
dent of the Lower House, Dr. Wyatt.
What incalculable benefits would, humanly speak The certificates of the election of the Rev. George W.
ing, have resulted to our Church, had its prelates Doane to the bishopric ot New Jersey, and requisite testimo
uniformly followed in these respects Bishop Bur nials, were laid before the House by the Rev. Mr, Croes.
net’s example! Nor would the revenues of the They were referred to the Standing Committee on ’Testimo
for Consecration.
wealthiest sees be regarded as they now are, with nials
The Rev. Dr. De Lancey, as Chairman of the joint Com
eyes of covetousness and purposes of plunder, did mittee of the Lower House on the subject of the reported re
their possessors devote themselves and their pro linquishment of his episcopal charge of the Diocese of Ohio
perty for the promotion of the cause of Christ by Bishop Chase, presented the following report as sanctioned
and the spiritual welfare of those intrusted to by a majority of the joint Committee.
“ The joint Committee to whom was referred thq preamble
their charge. The mind sickens at the painful con and resolution from the House of Bishops in relation to the
trast between the conduct of this excellent Bishop relinquishment of the Episcopal charge of the Diocese of
and some who, in our own days, have heaped up Dh io, by the Rt. Rev. Bishop Chase, beg leave respectfully
silver and gold to witness, we fear, against them to report—
“ That they have had before them the original letter of the
at the last day.
Rt. Rev. Bishop Chase, dated the 9th of September, 1831,
(To be Continued.')
and addressed to the Convention of the Diocese of Ohio, de
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■tion the duty of acting in a Christian spirit for the promotion
of peace.
On Friday, after Morning Prayer by the Rev. Mr. Avery
of North Carolina, the business of the Convention was open
ed by reading the Triennial Report of the Trustees of the
General Theological Seminary. It was referred to the Stand
ing Committee on the subject.
The order being called for, the Rev. Dr. Montgomery with
drew his amendment of the resolutions of the minority, stat
ing his reasons.
The Rev. Dr. Wainwright made an elaborate speech in
support of the resolutions of the majority, principally on the
grounds of expediency and authority.
Dr. Cooke, of Kentucky, spoke on the same side, to the
questions, Can a Bishop resign ? To whom ought he to re
sign? Is this the proper place?
The Rev. Dr. Ducachet followed, in continuation of his
former speech.
Mr. Heyward withdrew his amendment.
Edward Colston, Esq., of Virginia, supported the resolu
tions of the majority, on the ground of expediency.
Mr. Hogg rejoined, and recapitulated his reasons for prefer
ring the resolutions of the minority.
Dr. De Lancey, by permission of the house, spoke again in
behalf of those resolutions.
An amendment was proposed by the Rev. Mr. Gibbes of
South Carolina, but withdrawn on a suggestion of its infor
mality.
The Rev. Dr. Lyell read a statement of his reasons for
concurring with the other members of the Minority of the
Joint Committee.
The previous question was then put, and carried.
The main question, on the resolutions of the majority of the
joint Committee, being put by orders and states, at the request
■of the Delegation for Maryland, and the yeas and nays being
called for, the resolutions were lost by a non-concurrence of
the two orders; the vote being, of the Clergy, .Ayes, 8 states;
Woes, 9: of the Laity, Myes, 8; Noes, 7. The House then
adjourned till 7 P. M.
The evening session opened with the reading of a message
from the House of Bishops relative to the subject of the va
cancy of the episcopate in Ohio, declaring their willingness to
consecrate for that Diocese, provided the act be made no pre
cedent, and a canon be passed restraining episcopal resigna
tions for the future. This message had been received during
the debate in the morning, but laid on the table unread, as
having a tendency to influence the freedom of legislation in
the lower house.
After several attempts to procure the action of the House
on this message, the resolutions of the Minority were at last
brought before the House, the question taken as in the mor
ning, and lost by non-coneurrence of the orders, as follows:
Clergy, Ayes, 10; Noes, 8: Laity, Ayes, 6; Noes, 9.
We stop the press to announce that the resolution proposed
on Friday by the Rev. Mr. Gibbes, having been renewed has
passed, and the Diocese of Ohio being thereby declared vacant
without reference to the mode, the House proceeded to sign
the testimonials of the bishop elect. Those of the bishops
elect of New-Jersey, Kentucky, and Vermont were also
signed__ Churchman.
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Tracts that shall be received on or before the first day of A. M. Prof, of the Mathematics, Chemistry, and Natural
March next, in the proportion of $50 for each Tract; tin Philosophy. J. IT. Marsden, A. M, Prof, of Mineralogy
manuscripts to be submitted to the following gentlemen as the and Botany.
committee of award: viz. Rev. Thomas De Witt, D. D., of
The Trustees of the College say that it is their aim to adapt
New-York; Rev. Charles P. Mcllvaine, D. D., of Brook this institution to the wants of the German population of our
lyn, and Rev. Thomas IT. Skinner, D. D., of Philadelphia; country, a professorship of that language having already been
or in the failure of either of them, a person to be designated established, and other measures adopted which will render
by the Society’s Publishing Committee to till the vacancy; j singularly advantageous to that respectable class of the com
and all the manuscripts submitted, to he, after the award, at munity. This college is now the only collegiate institution
the disposal of the Society, so far as desired, for publication. in central Pennsylvania__ N. Y. Obs.
Each manuscript should be accompanied by a sealed envelope
containing the name of the writer, which will not be opened
A Correspondent has furnished us the following items of
unless the Tract is adopted, or communication with the author
relative thereto is desired; and the requests of writers as to intelligence from England of a recent date.
“ I hope you remain free from danger of Cholera. The
withholding their names from the public will be strictly com
plied with. The manuscripts should be addressed to Mr. Wil accounts from Canada and Montreal that reach us are truly
liam A. Hallock, Cor. Sec. American Tract Society, No. 150 appalling. This country has been so far mereifully upalt with,
in comparison with every other. Indeed no one seems more
Nassau-street, New- York.
The subjects on which Tracts may be usually prepared are in danger in London, than he might be in the prevalence of
as various as the moral wants of men. In general, the com any other epidemic. In Paris and Dublin it has been a dread
mittee believe writers will be most successful in selecting the ful scourge, carrying off whole families. The mode of living
subjects that press on their own minds and hearts with peculiar is supposed to be the principal cause of the difference here and
force; and they have great pleasure in stating, that though it there. Here fruit, vegetables, and fish, are almost universally
is the object of the Society to inculcate only those great truths abstained from; and cleanliness is strictly observed, and looked
in which evangelical Christians harmonize, the instance they be after in the poorer classes—Certainly "the works of charity,
lieve has not yet occurred in their experience of seven years, in which have been so universal, seem to have met with their re
which a Tract, ably and powerfully written, while the heart was ward in the success attending them so far. We have had in
warm, and with the single aim of honoring Christ in the salvation this country one of the finest seasons ever remembered, the
of perishing men, has been found objectionable in point of doctrine; most abundant crops in corn and grass, and I do hope, there
while hundreds, in the mean time, they have felt constrained may be a grateful feeling inspired by it, amongst the multi
to lay aside for the want ol directness, discrimination, and tude, which may awaken them to a sense of the goodness and
bounty of Providence and prevent all outrage.”
moral power.
The committee desire Tracts clearly enforcing all those
great doctrines of the Gospel announced at the time of the So
The Missionai ies—The following remarks from the Miner’s
ciety’s formation as “the basis of their union—man’s native Journal of Saturday last, do credit as well to the head as the
sinfulness—the purity and obligation of the law of God—the heart of their writer: “The missionaries confined to hard la
true and proper Divinity of our Lord Jesus Christ—the ne bor in the Georgia Penitentiary have already been instrumen
cessity and reality of his atonement and sacrifice—the efficien tal in constructing an enormous Lottery Wheel, to he used in
cy of the Holy Spirit in the work of renovation—the free and disposing of the Cherokee lands to the citizens of that State.
full offers of the Gospel, and the duty of men to accept it— This triumph of a sovereign State over poor, helpless, impri
the necessity of personal holiness—and an everlasting state of soned individuals, is a source of infinite exultation and is an
rewards and punishments beyond the grave.” They desire nounced with a suitable flourish. The supremacy of the laws
Tracts adapted to the various states of men’s minds, from the is nothing—the decree of the Supreme Court is nothing_ the
careless impenitent sinner, urging his way unconcerned down right of personal liberty and personal security guaranteed fo
to death, to him who has made most progress in the Divine life. the meanest citizen is nothing—but the omnipotence of the
—Tracts adapted, by the blessing of the Holy Spirit, to pro State of Georgia is every thing. Now in the name of com
mote revivals of religion—to awaken the secure in sin—gui(Je mon justice where are these unhappy men to seek for redress?
the inquiring to Christ—point out the discriminating eviden They have exclaimed, we are citizens of the United States_ but
ces of saving conversion—promote the sanctification of Chris the name of a citizen of the United States is no longer a pro
tians, and portray the duties they owe to God, to the Church, tection to the insolence of power. They have appealed to the
and a world lying'in wickedness. Mw/Aenft’cjtarraRoes, clearly highest judicial tribunal of their country—they have been de
illustrating these, or other important truths, and embodying clared void of offence—their incarceration has been pronounc
facts, which, in the Providence of God, have come to the ed illegal—yet all this is insufficient to rescue them from ar
knowledge of writers, the committe consider admirably adapt bitrary oppression. Do we inhale the atmosphere of freedom,
ed to arrest the attention and affect the heart.
or are we hereditary bondsmen? If Children of Liberty, shall
It is particularly requested, that those who thus consecrate we suffer our brethren—the ministers of our holy religion_ to
a portion of the ability which God has given them, to the pro wear out their lives in servitude and chains, without raising
motion of the Redeemer’s cause, will perfect their manuscripts our voices, or without striking a blow in their favor? No citi
before transmitting them fitting them for the press, and giving zen of the Union—no matter to what party he belongs, that
them precisely the form in which they would wish them to possesses a heart to compassionate, or a hand to red-ess the
appear before the public.
wrongs of human nature, can reflect upon the fate of the mis
By order of the Executive Committee of the American sionaries without a feeling of bitter indignation. These indi
Tract Society.
viduals have rendered themselves objects of the most unrelent
James Milnor, Chairman.
ing persecution and the most cruel martyrdom, merely by as
William A. Hallock, Cor. Sec.
serting and persisting in spite of menaces, to assert the laws of
their country and the rights of man.
New- York, Oct. 15, 1832.

The operations of the American Tract Society are now
so extensive as justly to put in requisition the best talents in
our country for the preparation of its publications. Of a sin
The Cholera—We are happy to be able to inform our
Church Scholarship Society.—We beg leave to call the
gle Tract, “ Quench not the spirit,” it has printed upwards of
400,000 copies; of the “Swearer’s Prayer” and the “Impor attention of our readers to the Report of the Directors of the readers, that there is an evident decline in this disease in our
tance of Consideration,” not far from 300,000 each; and of Church Scholarship Society, published in a previous number. city. The whole number of deaths reported to the Board of
others nearly an equal number. Of the narrative of the From that report it appears that the Society lias already aided Health, during the weekending on the 31st October at noon,
“Mountain Miller,” 140,000 were printed during the last 17 pious young men in procuring a collegiate education. We is 85, being 74 less than was reported the week previous__ Cin
year; and of the “Appeal on Cholera,” at the time of the are highly gratified to find that the Directors speak in decided cinnati Journal.
appearance of that scourge in this country, 166,000 in four terms respecting the character of their beneficiaries. We think
weeks. The Society are now making vigorous and systematic (and we know that the Board is of the same opinion) that this
Michigan—On the question lately submitted to the people
efforts, by planting Agents in appropriate fields throughout is a point to which the very strictest attention should be given. of Michigan, whether they will take measures for forming a
all our inhabited territory, to reach the entire population. Without if'Education Societies must prove to be any thing but constitution of government and applying for admission into
Should this be done, copies from the same Tract might visit a blessing to the Church—with it, they will, under God, be the Union as an independent state, a majority of the votes
from one to two millions of families. Who does not see the im her best means of filling her ranks with talented and devoted have been given in the negative. It is said that the chief
portance that such a Tract be fitted in the highest possible de men. Even now the Society has rendered no mean service to ground of this decision was the reluctance of the people of the
gree to meet the moral wants of this great community? And religion and tiie Church. Who shall estimate the influence territory to submit to the burden of taxation for the support
who can estimate the responsibility or usefulness of the man to be exerted by seventeen young men, possessed of fair tal of a state government—the expenses of the territorial govern
who, in the language of one thaf has reflected much on the ents and thoroughly imbued with the spirit of their Master. ment being defrayed out of the treasury of the United States.
But the Directors complain that their operations during the
subject, “should prepare a Tract for monthly circulation, new,
timely, interesting, and adapted to the millions to whom it last year have been limited; and that they have been so, not for
Discovery in the Pacific—Capt. Hiram Covel of the barque
might, in a short time, by the Society’s Agents and Distribu the want of means, but for the want of men! They tell us that
Alliance, has just returned to Newport, R. I. from the Pacific
ters, be sent? Such a man should be a giant in intellectual a year ago they gave a public pledge that they would receive
Ocean, and states that on the 7th of May, 1831, in latitude 4
and moral strength ; for he would preach to the largest congrega as a beneficiary every young man of the requisite qualifications
deg. 30 min. N. longitude 168 deg. 40 min. E. he discovered
tion this side of the other world.” It is not improbable that who should apply for assistance—they assure us that they have
a group of fourteen islands not laid down on any chart. They
one Tract, thus prepared and circulated, exhibiting the naked redeemed their pledge and that still the treasury is not ex
were all inhabited and the natives spoke the Spanish language.
“sword of the Spirit,” and accompanied by the personal, Chris hausted! What is the meaning of this alarming deficiency of He called them the Covel Group.
tian endeavors of praying, faithful Distributers, may be bles candidates for the sacred office? How is it that when the Great
sed in bringing more souls to Christ than all, won directly by Head of the Church points to the millions who are without
God and without hope in the world, and demands “whom
Vermont against the World!—At the last session of the
the author’s preaching, or other labors, through a long life.
Many Tracts already in the series present Divine truth with shall I send, and who will go for me”—there are so few to re County Court of Grand Isle County, the first convict was
sentenced to the State Prison that ever was sent from that
a clearness and moral power scarcely paralleled in our language; spond “Here am I, send me!”—Episcopal Watchman.
county since its organization—a period of more than fortv-five
yet there is a call for new Tracts which should not be. disre
years. We also learn that the person convicted was not a ci
garded; and the committee feel assured that there are individ
GENERAL SUMMARY.
tizen of this State, and had been but recently escaped from
uals in our country, especially those who have been called to
deal with souls under the awakening and sanctifying influen
Pennsylvania College__ A new Institution with this name “durance vile" in the Canadas.—Burlington Sentinel.
ces of the Holy Spirit, who are eminently qualified to prepare has been recently organized and located at Gettysburg, and
The Government of the “ Farm School” in the vicinity of
such Tracts, and whose attention and efforts, though many of will be opened for the reception of students on the 7th of No
them are severely pressed with other labors, can be secured for vember. The following gentlemen have already been elected Boston, have elected Rev. E. M. P. Wells, to take charge of
this important object.
Professors, but an additional number of instructors are to be that Institution, which he has accepted, and resigned his situa
As an encouragement to some who may feel that they need engaged as soon as the number of students renders it necessary. tion at the House of Reformation.
the pecuniary avails of their labors, the committee are enabled
S. S. Schmucher, A. M., Prof, of Intellectual Philosophy
through the appropriations of benevolent individuals for this and Moral Science. E. L. Hazelius, D. D., Prof, of the
Governor Palmer, after many ballottings, has been re-elected
specific object, hereby to announce, that the sum of five hun Latin language and German literature. H. Bager, A. M. by the Legislature of Vermont with a majority of only two
dred dollars will be paid to the authors of the best ten approved Prof, of the Greek language and Belles Lettres. M. Jacobs, votes.
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latter in those mechanical arts, which are more
wasindcseribabk- ; .........
f„r t»- were nearly i H aground, and remained under tne nows connected with their employment as artisans and manufhr, /
for anlourraetna‘tinre, while others swam uointenjgW£ down ers; he has constituted a public assembly at Cairo, consistin'
the stream, with Hocks of buds upon them; 1
cmffd be of a considerable number of well-informed persons, whohnlj
THE CHILDREN’S ClfOICE.
regular sittings for forty day;- in each year; and publicly
“The following beautiful lines,” Bays the New-York Ob heard hut the noise of the vultures: tearing off
cuss, for his information, the interests and wants of his fc
server, “are extracted from the Pearl for 1832, written by their beaks, while the crows jangled in the^^Xd tie
mors'-ls that fell from them. About sunset we reacned tnt ent provinces; he patronizes the publication of a weekly uc,'
Mrs. Gilman, of Charleston, S. C.”
bore but alas ' could get no further than the burial ground, paper in Arabic and Turkish for the instruction of his peOnk
along’the edge of which we were obliged to moor. It was and, finally, he protects all Christian merchants who are set
John.
str-wal with skulls and ‘dead men’s bones, and the air was tied in his country, not only in time of peace, but also in time
I mean to be a soldier,
pestilence The jackals am1 the wild dogs skulked away from of war, and afforded the European merchants who were setWith uniform quite new,
Ihe manned limbs as we approached, while the vultures, t ie tied at .Alexandria and at Cairo, a memorable instance of his
J wish they’d let me have a drum,
very sight of which speaks of the charnel-house, rose fr°m t^ determination to adhere under all circumstances to this policy
And be a Captain too:
half eaten body, and, hovering for a moment above it, like by informing them, as soon as he had received intelligence of
I would go amid the battle,
evil spirits, descended to the completion of their horuble re the battle of Navarino, that their persons and their property
With my broad-sword in my hand,
past. There were a great number of the Hargila large storks, should continue as secure as if no event had occurred. I have
And hear the cannon rattle,
And the music all so grand.
known by the name of adjutants in India, from their measur- dwelt at some length upon this subject, because I have felt it
ed step, stalking over the ground; they are always close at to be my duty, in consequence of the information which I have
Mother.
tendants upon Europeans, and had come from the station o received as chairman of the Committee of Correspondence to
Mv son! my son! what if that sword
Dinapore to share in the feast that death had prepared for give publicity in this country to those measures, by which one
Should strike a noble heart,
them; their ‘stealthy pace’ seems well suited to a church-yard, of the most distinguished of our honorary members lias re
And bid some loving father
over which, to their designs, they move like ghosts. I here stored to Egypt, in their highest state of perfection, all the
From his little ones depart?
is something truly harrowing in the appearance of these gi arts and sciences of Europe, has emulated, as a patron of
What comfort would your waving plumes
gantic birds in the twilight, or ‘the pale moonlight knowing, knowledge, the conduct of the most enlightened of the calips
And brilliant dress bestow,
as we do, the object of their ravishing strides. All night., tor yof Bagdad, and has afforded, as a Mahomedan, a brio-ht exam
When you thought upon his widow’s tears,
we were forced to continue all night in this spot, the how mg ple for their imitation, to all the Mahomedan sovereigns in
And her orphan’s cry of wo?
of the jackals was tremendous, and even the fires that were Europe, Africa, and Asia.”
William.
lit up by our numerous followers did not seem to scare them,
I mean to be a President,
there must have been thousands collected. So wild and so ex
A Manufacturing Town—We know of no town where
And rule each rising State,
traordinary a scene I never before beheld; and so uncomforta
there is so little distinction between the poor and the rich—
And hold my levees once a week,
ble a one, to some of the senses, I have no desire to see repeat
nane where the schools are placed on a more liberal footing_
For all the gay and great;
ed. In so large a population as that of Patna, any infectious
none where there is a more general attendance at church on
Pll be a king, except a crown,
disease must make great havoc, but especially such a one as
For that they won’t allow,
the cholera morbus, against which there seems to he so few the Sabbath—none where the poor people are better employed
And I’ll find out what the Tariff is,
human remedies. At daylight, on the 2d of May, we towed and better paid—and none where, in proportion to the numThat puzzles me so now.
past the city of Patna, at’the time its crowds were assembled her of inhabitants, there are so many newspapers circulated. A
large share of the “operatives” both male and female in our1
on the ghaut to bathe. The most animated scene possible is
Mother.
a native beach covered with bathers; as well as people of all factories, are subscribers to newspapers, and all read them more
My son! my son! the cares of State
or less.—Lowell Journal.
descriptions, there were cattle, horses, and elephants; the lat
Are thorns upon the breast,
ter,
lying
on
their
sides
while
their
drivers
rubbed
them
all
That ever pierce the good man’s heart,
John Bunyan.—This eminent servant of God was born in
over, appeared to enjoy the luxury beyond all around them.
And rob him of his rest;
In the afternoon, we had the good fortune to complete our 1621, was 12 years imprisoned as a non-conformist, died at
The great and gay to him appear
the age of 60 years, and was the author of 60 books, which
As trilling as the dust;
voyage on the Ganges,”
have immortalized his name, as of one distinguished for native
For he knows bow little they are worth—
talents and piety.
*
Ilow faithless is their trust.
The Pacha of Egypt__ The following interesting account
Louisa.
of this extraordinary person is extracted from an address of
Ministerial Industry.—George Whitfield, during the 31
Sir Alexander Johnston to the Asiatic Society—FrederichsI mean to be a cottage girl,
years of his ministry, preached 18,000 sermons—being about
And sit behind a rill,
buryh Political Arena.
And morn and eve my pitcher there
“ The Pacha of Egypt, one of our honorary members, a 530 sermons a year.
With purest water fill;
chief of a clear and vigorous mind, observing the advantage
And I’ll train a lovely woodbine,
European states have derived from a similar policy, has pub
To Protect Iron and Steel from Rust—Heat the ob
Around my cottage door,
licly encouraged the introduction into Egypt of all those arts ject until it burns the hand; after which rub it with very white
And welcome to my winter hearth
anil sciences which are calculated to improve the understand wax. Heat it a second time in order to melt off the wax, and
The wandering and the poor.
ings of the people, to mitigate the effects of their religious, then rub it briskly with a piece of cloth or leather, to impart
feelings, and to secure the stability of the local government, to it brilliancy. • This operation renders the metal proof against
Mother.
he lias assimulated his army and navy to those of Europe, and rust from exposure to the atmosphere.-—Rccueil Ind.
Louisa, dear, a humble mind
subjected them to European regulations and to European dis
”i'is beautiful to see;
cipline; he has formed corps of Artillery and Engineers upon
And you shall never bear a word
A body that weighs one pound at the equator of the Earth,
European principles; he has attached regular bands of mili would, if removed to the equator of Jupiter, weigh 2,716
To check that mind from me;
tary music to each of his regiments, with European instruct pounds; but this must be diminished a ninth part on account
But, ah! remember, pride may dwell
ors, who teach the Arab musicians according to the European of the centrifugal force due to each planet.— Time's Telescope.
Beneath the woodbine’s shade;
instruments the popular marches and airs of England, France
And discontent, a sullen guest,
and Germany ; a short distance from Cairo he has established
The cottage hearth invade.
We perceive, from the Repertory of Patent Inventions, that
a permanent military hospital, and placed it under European
Caroline.
surgeons, and the same rules as prevail in the best regulated i patent has been obtained for the use of amber as a transpa
I will be gay and courtly,
hospitals of Europe; and lie has formed a school of medicine rent substance for spectacles. Amber prepared in this way is
And dance away the hours,
and anatomy; in which not only botany, mineralogy and laid to be perfectly transparent and extremely beautiful, and
Music and sport and joy shall dwell
chemistry are taught, but human bodies are publicly dissected thealight will be most softly and gently affected by’ its passage
Beneath iny fairy bowers ;
by .students who profess the Mahomedan religion, and who are :o the eye through such a medium.
No heart shall ache with sadness
publicly rewarded in the heart of a great Mahomedan popula
Within my laughing hall;
tion, according to the skill and the knowledge which they dis
THE OBSERVER.
But the note of love and gladness
play in their different dissections. At Alexandria he has es
Re-echo to my call.
IS PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY, AT
tablished a naval school, in which the Mahomedan students
arc instructed in the several branches of geometry, trigonome
Mother.
GAMBIER, KNOX COUNTY, OHIO.
try, mechanics and astronomy, connected with naval architect
Oh! children! sad it makes my soul
ure and the science of navigation, and a dock-yard under the
To hear your playful strain;
control and superintendance of an European naval architect, TERMS__ Tm Dollars per annum, if paid in advance, and
I cannot bear to chill your youth
Two Dollars anti Fifty Gents, if at the end of six months.
distinguished
for his talents and skill, in which besides frigates
With images of pain.
No subscriptions received for a less term than one year.
and other vessels of smaller dimensions, four ships of the line,
Yet humbly take what God bestows.
No papers discontinued until all arrearages are paid, except
three carrying ] 10 guns, upon two decks, and one of 130
And like his own fair flowers,
guns, have been recently built; he has opened the old port,
at the option of the •publishers.
Look up in sunshine with a smile,
which was formerly shut against them, to, all Christian vessels. Those who mav wish to have their papers discontinued, are reAnd gently bond in showers.
—He has encouraged the formation of regular insurance offi
quested to give notice thereof, at least- thirty days previous
ce-;, and authorised Christian pnerchants to acquire a property
to the expiration of the term of their subscription, other
MISCELLANY.
in lands, houses and gardens. He has employed an English
wise, it will be considered a new engagement.
civil engineer of great eminence on a very liberal salary, to
Asiatic Cholera.—We copy the following from Captain improve all the canals in the country and the course of the •*’ All communications relative to this paper,must be di«
rectedtothe Editor, Gambier, Knbx Co. Ohio
Skinner’s Excursions in India:—.
Nile: lie is about to construct carriage roads from Alexandria
A regiment of British soldiers on its march from Berham- to Rosetta and Damietta; and M. Abro, the cousin of his
LIST OF AGENTS.
pooreto Calcutta, halted one morning in the neighborhood of Minister, is about to establish upon them public stage coaches Rev. JOHN L. BRYAN........................Boardman,Trumbull Co. Ohio.
a morass, and in a few hours afterwards several men were at built on a model of one sent to him by a coachmaker from this Cr£M^edlna Co.
tacked with the Cholera morbus, always the attendant evil of country; he has introduced steamboats which navigate upon
such a place; tlie commanding officer immediately struck the the Nile, and steam-engines, which are used for cleansing and
camp, and moved to about seven miles further on ;—here tbs deepening that river, and for various other public works; he Rev. J. p, BAUSMAN........................ Chillicothe,
ground was drier and clearer; the sick men recovered, and has patronised the employment, by Mr. Briggs, of two Eno-- ARIUS .. ................................................Marietta,
JOSIAH BARBER,................. .......... Cleavela.id,
there was no further appearance of the disease. I am not lislnncn, taken for the purpose from this country, in boring SYLVESTER P. ALDERMAN,....... Windsor,
very certain what the opinions of the faculty may be in the for water in different parts of the desert, and he has discover J. W. SCHUCKERS,.......................... Wooster,
East, but as no precautions arc taken against contagion, I con ed, through their operations, some very fine water in the desert WM. H. MARSHON,....................... P^’i, nark Co
MADDOX FISHER, F. M.................. Springfield, Clark co.
jecture they do not consider them necessary. I shall never between Cairo and Suez; be has encouraged the growth of Da. ASA COLEMAN,......................... 'W, Mia™ Co.
forget the afternoon of our arrival at Patna; the cholera had cotton, indigo, and opium, and tlie former of these produc ROFF & YOUNG ............................... Cincinnati,
been raging some time amongst the native population, and all tions is now a great article of trade between Egypt and Eng Rev. HENRY C A&WALL,................. Portsmouth,
cSmga Falls v
the dead bodies seemed to have been placed on a clear spot land, France and Germany; lie has established’ schools in the ROVWLAVND »
without the city, and under the walls of some rich man’s pal country, for the instruction of all orders of bis people, in read WM. M. BLACKFORD........................ n^nrack’TS VY’
ace. The hot wind blew very violently, and we were long ing, writing, and arithmetic ; he has sent, at great expense to Col. LEVINS J( YNES,....................2?u"Cr k’v. *
within sight of this place without being able to reach it; the hnnselr, young men both of the higher and lower ranks of sowater was very low, and several dead bodies that had been emty, to England and France, for the purpose of acquiring
washed from the bank by the river were stranded on the shal useful knowledge, the former in those branches of science and
Rev. JOHN O’BRIEN,....................... p,
lows in its centre. It was the 1st of May, and corruption was literature which are connected with their service in the army Messrs. HOLDSHIP & SON, ............. Brunswick.
most rapid ; every breath of the sirocco blew poison ; the scene and navy, and the higher departments of Government; the
C. GRISWOLD,................................ Utica,jbow-York.
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